Name of work: Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 1.5 ton capacity split type Air conditioning machine with allied electrical and civil works at UGC MINOR RESEARCH LABORATORY, Dept. of Physiology, Vidyasagar College, Kolkata-6

Items for quotation/tender

1. Supplying of 1.5 ton capacity split type Air conditioning machine (Voltas or superior make)-1 No.
2. Installation, testing and commissioning of above machine on wall or angle iron fram-1 item.
3. Supply and fixing of Condensing and outlet pipes suitable size on wall by means of suitable/clamps-10 meter
4. Wiring in P.V.C. Casing with 2ms 4 sq meters and 1 no 2.5 sq. meter P.V.C. insulated flexible copper wires from existing switch board to AC machine-10 meters
5. Supply, delivery and installation of following switches and accessories on suitable size of TW board on wall including all internal connections
   a) 20/32 A D P MCB (North West/Superior make)-1 No
   b) Composite flesh type 250 6pen 16A plug socket with 16A piano key type switches -1 No
   c) 16A, single phase (250V) mini starter (North West/Superior make)-1 No

6. Fall of the crake plaster of beam /wall and plaster of same with sand and cement muster including resending off or chamfering corners-10 sq meter
7. Decorating cement based paint of approved quality after preparing bed including scraping the surface thoroughly on plastered or concrete surface-50 sq meter.

The quotation must be addressed to the Principal, Vidyasagar College, attention Head of the Dept. of Physiology and submitted in office or in box (39, Sankar Ghosh Lane, Kolk-6) before 20th March 2016

[Signature]
Principal,
Vidyasagar Coll,
Kolkata-700006